
O L I S Q
L I G H T  G E O M E T R Y

OLISQ provides excellent, uniform light and an attractive ambience with its new but universal beam distributions.  
A wide range of mounting methods, sizes and accessories for wall and ceiling illumination offer complete flexibility  
for customised solutions optimised to the specific application. For all circulation and meeting zones in the administrative,  
educational and health sectors.

SUSTAINABLE AND EFFICIENT 

The replaceable PCB, interchangeable diffusers and a time-saving  
installation and refurbishment concept characterise OLISQ as  
a cost-efficient and installation-friendly solution that complies with  
the Ecodesign Directive. 

MINIMALIST DESIGN,  
MANY OPTIONS

A luminaire with a simplistic geometric design, a reduced shape  
and a high-quality look and feel combine to form a holistic concept 
for modern interior design with light:

OLISQ is a contemporary solution for lighting concepts in corridors,  
stairwells, foyers and forums, sanitary areas and even group and  
lounge areas.



OLISQ
REFURBISHED  
IN NEXT TO NO TIME

Not least because of the lamp ban coming into effect in  
March 2023, alternatives to conventional solutions equipped 
with fluorescent lamps are more in demand than ever. With 
its features optimised for refurbishment, OLISQ is the perfect 
solution for one-to-one upgrading projects. 

Both the external dimensions and the drilling holes and feed 
points are identical to many common older products such as  
TRILUX 740N, Deca, 3331 and many more. Thanks to excellent  
efficiency values, energy savings of up to 61% can be achieved 
without effort, and up to 91% with integrated sensor technology  
or LiveLink light management. At the same time, the higher 
achievable illuminance supports compliance with the revised  
DIN EN 12464-1. 

Three shapes, one design, all functionalities. In addition to three 
shapes in various sizes, there is also a choice of different lumi-
nous fluxes, colours and Active variants. Colour customising and 
functional upgrades can still be carried out at a later date, making 
OLISQ a luminaire system that lasts. No drilling. No painting.  
Just OLISQ. 

Find quick and easy help for refurbishment solutions at:  
www.trilux.com/refurbishment

Legislators demand solutions that not  
only save energy in the long run, but  
also make an intelligent contribution  
to a more sustainable future.

OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATION
Whether in corridors, foyers or stairwells – 
OLISQ features a uniform design with 
unique flexibility in terms of shape, size, 
mounting and protection rating. The 
 luminaires also become part of a corporate 
CI as optional variants in the company 
 colour.

EDUCATION
With the HCL option, the luminaires also 
provide excellent light in schools, univer-
sities and other educational institutions.  

 
Larger buildings can be attractively divided 
into zones due to the enormous flexibility  
in shapes, mounting methods and colours. 

HEALTHCARE
The variants with special IK08 protection 
rating (optionally with vandalism protection) 
and HCL for patient rooms as well as the 
emergency light and sensor luminaires 
 allow building-wide use with maximum 
safety. OLISQ is also suitable for use in 
 sanitary and shower areas.

INDUSTRY
Can also be tough as nails: with protection 
ratings IP40 or IP54, IK03 or IK08, the lumi-
naire proves itself in challenging environ-
ments, and as a standard version with  
D marking also in operating areas exposed 
to fire hazards. 

OLISQ

Mounting method
Surface-mounted, semi-recessed, suspended

Beam characteristic
Wide

Luminaire luminous flux
R: 1,000 - 6,000 lm  
Q: 1,800 - 4,500 lm  
L: 2,000 - 7,500 lm

Colour rendering index /  
colour temperature
3000 K  
4000 K  
Active (2700 K - 6500 K)  
CRI > 80

Luminaire colour
White

Protection ratings
IP40, IP54

Switching type
Switchable, dimmable (DALI)

Connectivity
LiveLink SwarmSens, networking of master sensor 
luminaire with slave luminaires via Bluetooth

Supplementary equipment
Wall/ceiling illumination  
HFS motion sensor  
Single battery system, 3 hours  
Variants for night-time switching (ET2)

Accessories
Decorative frames (customisable), semi-recessed 
mounting enclosure, wire suspension, anti-theft 
protection, replacement diffusers, replacement  
LED modules

TRILUX

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION:
find your perfect solution with an extensive range  
of intelligent tools and individual consultation services. 

DIGITAL SERVICES:
customers can exploit the full potential of digital lighting 
solutions with our digital services. The result is more 
comfort, more transparency and lower costs.

FINANCING:
benefit from the advantages of an efficient and powerful 
lighting system with a form of financing that suits your 
individual needs.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
we assume complete project management if desired – 
this simplifies the path to a customised lighting solution  
and a perfectly coordinated chain of systems. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES:
all mounting and installation work is carried out  
by a reliable supplier from our partner network.

EFFICIENT AND DURABLE: 
high efficiency (up to 140 lm/W) guarantees permanently  
low energy consumption, while the long service life of 50,000 h  
at L90 and 100,000 h at L80 keeps overall operating and  
maintenance costs low.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN: 
the purist design of the OLISQ series blends into any style of  
architecture. All three designs feature the same functions and  
a high level of design flexibility thanks to the variety of mounting 
options (surface-mounted, semi-recessed or suspended) which  
fit individually into the overall concept.

DESIGN ELEMENTS – RAL ACCORDING TO CHOICE: 
accessories and decorative attachments achieve precisely fitting 
light and room settings. The decorative rings are available in any 
RAL colour. 

IMPACT RESISTANCE: 
even the basic version with IK03 is ideally suited for use in  
corridors and stairwells. For even greater impact resistance,  
all variants are also available with IK08 as standard. 

MULTILUMEN: 
with the multilumen version, the luminaire’s luminous flux can  
be varied via switch or app. This is ideal for retroactively adapting 
the luminaire to changed conditions.

WIRELESS NETWORKING – SMARTNESS INCLUDED: 
optionally, the luminaires can be wirelessly networked with  
LiveLink SwarmSens and offer functions such as HCL and  
running light. Emergency light variants and other sensor variants 
are also possible.

GREEN DEAL – SUSTAINABILITY AT ALL LEVELS: 
efficiency and durability make OLISQ a role model in terms  
of sustainability – the luminaire meets the latest environmental 
standards and reduced waste thanks to optimised packaging  
concepts. Post-production recycling ensures an efficient  
circular economy and easy servicing ensures sustainable use.

Find out about the benefits and details of the  
new OLISQ luminaire range – soon also available  
in square and linear versions.

OLISQ
FOR YOUR LIMITLESS  
POSSIBILITIES

OLISQ
HIGHLIGHTS

An overview of the highlights and 
 efficient benefits of OLISQ – for lighting 
designers, electrical contractors,  
building owners and users of commer-
cial premises.

OLISQ combines a stringent design with a special diversity  
of characteristics for different interior design and usage  
concepts. The easy handling of the system and its limitless 
variety make OLISQ a universal solution for versatile  
applications when living and working with light. 

OLISQ
ONE RANGE – MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

THREE SHAPES, ONE DESIGN,
ALL FUNCTIONALITIES
OLISQ is available in three shapes – round, square and 
linear – and in nine sizes. With consistent features.  
The minimalist geometric design and high quality look 
and feel of OLISQ ensure a perfect appearance – visually, 
functionally and photometrically.

UNIVERSAL CHARISMA
The round version of OLISQ creates a modern ambience 
with a timeless design. Here, form and function  
are combined to perfection – for a uniform appearance  
with maximum efficiency and service life.

A NEW ERA FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS
The diverse mounting methods, sizes and accessories  
of OLISQ create design scope for customised lighting 
concepts. Retroactive modifications and functional  
upgrades are also possible.

QUICK MOUNTING, SIMPLE REFURBISHMENT
Clever features such as the click system enable quick 
installation as well as efficient 1:1 refurbishment of 
many existing solutions by using existing drilling holes 
and feed points. All components are arranged in order  
of assembly in the box, thus speeding up installation  
and avoiding damage and soiling. Servicing is also  
sustainable: the high-quality OLISQ is easy to disassemble 
and the LED module can be replaced without tools.22
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PROTECTED AGAINST KNOCKS  
AND SPLASHWATER
With various protection ratings and impact  
resistance levels (IP40/IP54 and IK03/IK08),  
the OLISQ range of luminaires is ideal for  
applications with higher demands – whether  
stairwells, sanitary zones or shower areas.

PRECISELY FITTING LIGHT AND INTERIOR DESIGN
Decorative rings in any desired RAL colour set almost no limits to the scope  
of design with OLISQ – the luminaire range integrates ideally into individual  
lighting concepts and corporate CI’s. 

300 mm
707 cm2

400 mm
1257 cm2

500 mm
1964 cm2

600 mm
2827 cm2

OLISQ R

OLISQ Q

325 mm
1056 cm2

425 mm
1806 cm2

Width: approx. 200 mm Lengths: approx. 635 / 1235 / 1535 mm

OLISQ L


